In this work we investigated the relationship between error in human spatial judgments made from perspective displays with the compression rates used to represent the judged spatial quantities. Twodimensional perspective displays are often used to represent 3D information to humans. Such displays can use different compression rates (actual distance conveyed per unit of screen distance) for identical spatial quantities. We used an existing data set in which spatial judgments (relative distance, angle, and elevation) were made about the relative location of a terrain point shown on a simulated aircraft synthetic vision systems display. We then measured the correlations between compression rates and associated judgment error. Correlations were computed for average participant judgments as well as for each participant from which an average correlation was computed. Significant negative correlations were found between compression rates and judgment error for all of the analyzed spatial judgments. These were particularly strong for relative distance judgment error. There were noticeable differences between the correlations of averages and the associated average correlations.
I. Introduction
Human operators performing tasks that rely on spatial judgments will often use perspective displays: 2D displays that convey 3D information. For example, doctors use perspective displays to perform surgical procedures [1, 2] ; unmanned vehicles convey real-time environmental images to remote controllers [3] ; and synthetic vision systems (SVS) employ perspective displays to give pilots a first-person view of the terrain in front of their aircraft [4] . In all cases, the displays help human operators build spatial awareness [5] about the relative positions and trajectories of objects in the environments and facilitate the completion of their tasks.
SVS displays are particularly important to the aviation community because they are perspective displays designed to prevent controlled flight into terrain (CFIT). CFIT is one of the leading causes of death in commercial and general aviation [6] . SVS combat this problem by depicting a computer generated version of the terrain directly in front of the aircraft [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These displays allow pilots to determine where their aircraft is in relation to the terrain regardless of outside visibility conditions. In this way, SVS facilitate pilot spatial awareness [5] : a pilot's ability to identify important terrain features near the aircraft, their relative locations, and the projection of those locations into the future based on the aircraft's current trajectory. SVS are of interest in this work because they represent an application domain in which spatial information derived from perspective displays can have profound safety implications.
SVS displays, like all perspective displays, represent a 3D volume of space projected onto a 2D surface. Perspective displays express spatial information (such as distance, angle, and orientation) in a way that has many human factors benefits. Specifically, operators perceive spatial information directly from the display without having to synthesize information from multiple displays that convey information for different dimensions. This is potentially advantageous because it can help reduce workload and accelerate the processing of information [12] . Such displays can also have a high ecological validity in that they represent 3D information as if it was being observed naturally. Further, SVS displays can use different terrain textures (images superimposed onto the displayed terrain) and symbology to facilitate depth cues and help people perform specific flight tasks.
However, there are biases in perspective display like SVS that exist independently of the terrain texture and other symbology. Because of the 3D-to-2D transformation associated with information presented on perspective displays (that is, 3D information transformed into 2D information), identical spatial quantities can be represented differently [5] . "Between-map" or between-display scale differences occur when the represented volume of space is different between two displays. "Within-map" or within-display scale differences occur when identical spatial quantities shown on a given display have different distances and/or orientations to the display's camera (the presumed location of the observer). Both of these are illustrated in Figure 1 ; Figure 1a and Figure 1b for between-display differences and Figure 1c for within-display differences. In these figures, the left side of the figure represents the actual relative distance between points in a 3D environment and the right hand side shows how they are displayed. Points in the environment are indicated by the tip of identically-sized inverted cones. A bent line is meant to represent visual angle between the two points for the observer.
For example, perspective displays have a geometric field of view (GFOV) that defines the angle between the lateral boundaries of space depicted on the display. As the GFOV is increased while the size of the display remains constant, the amount of spatial information on the display increases and the size of constant spatial quantities on the display decreases (appears smaller). Figures 1a and 1b illustrate how identical spatial quantities are represented between displays with different GFOVs. Specifically, points A and B are at identical relative locations to the viewer in both displays. As the GFOV increases from Figure 1a to Figure 1b , the same spatial quantities are depicted as being smaller. Note that between-display scale differences can also occur when the volume of space represented by the display doesn't change, but the size of the display is decreased. In this situation, quantities displayed on the original display would appear smaller on the smaller display.
Examples of within-display differences are shown in Figure 1c . In this, the points indicated by cones 2, 3, and 4 are all at the same relative height on the display's artificial horizon and point 1 is below the relative height of the other three points. For objects that are the same size (like the cones for points 1 and 2), the objects that are further away will appear smaller than those that are closer. Similarly, distances that run parallel to the display's line of sight will be displayed with less screen real estate than identical distances that run perpendicular to it (this is sometimes called foreshortening). In Figure 1c , the distance between points 2 and 4 and between points 3 and 4 are identical, but the distance between 3 and 4 is displayed with much less screen space. Further, the distances of points 1 and 3 from the observer are identical, but because of the differences in the height of the points, the distance along the ground from the observer to the points on the display is smaller for point 1 than point 3.
Both between-and within-display differences can result in biased judgments about the spatial quantities that are depicted. These biases are theorized to be based on the relative compression rates of displayed spatial information [5] . Specifically, as the amount of screen space (inches) used to represent a spatial quantity goes down, the displayed compression rate (actual spatial quantity divided by the length of the quantity on the display) goes up. Thus, as the compression rate of a given spatial quantity increases, the spatial quality appears to be smaller on the display, and humans tend to perceive that the magnitude of the spatial quantity decreases.
This phenomenon has been used to explain biases in perspective displays. For example, McGreevy and Ellis [13] measured participants' ability to judge the elevation and azimuth angles between two objects on a perspective display during target tracking tasks. They found not only a significant effect of the GFOV on the magnitude of spatial judgment, but significant effects of azimuth angle within a given GFOV. They hypothesized, post-hoc, that the compression rates used to display information (caused by between-display differences for the different GFOVs and within-display differences for the azimuth angles) were responsible for these variations. Smallman et al. [14] suggested that variations in compression rates (due to within-display differences in orientation) were responsible for over and underestimations of different post lengths participants were expected to reproduce under different visual angles. Schreiber et al. [15] observed a linear degradation in humans' ability to match maps to perspective displays as a function of the amount of foreshortening in the display. Muthard and Wickens [16] found that display sizes (and thus compression rates between displays) could influence participant relative distance judgments for difficult judgment tasks. Stelzer and Wickens [17] evaluated aircraft pilots' abilities to accurately perform "tracking" tasks based on aircraft position information displayed on large and small displays. Pilots exhibited greater tracking error for the small display than with the large display, a phenomena that Stelzer and Wickens thought could be attributed to the relative increased compression in that display.
Bolton et al. [18, 19] used measures of spatial awareness that were based on the accuracy of human judgments made about the location (angle, distance, elevation, and abeam time) of a point, relative to the human observer, shown on terrain in a SVS display. In particular, Bolton and Bass [19] investigated a number of spatial biases theorized to exist in perspective displays used to convey terrain location information to pilots [5] . Most importantly to the discussed work, they found multiple instances of biases associated with within-and between-display differences in scale. These biases manifested between coded experimental levels (30°and 60°GFOVs, near and far relative distances, large and small angles, and elevations of points on the terrain both above and below the aircraft; these levels are described in more detail in the Methods section) for judgments about the point's relative locations (distance, angle, and elevation) that were consistent with reductions in the magnitude of spatial judgments with increases in compression.
Specifically, between-display scale difference resulted in participants making significantly smaller relative angle and height judgments with the 60°GFOV (the more compressed display) than with the 30°GFOV. Biases due to withindisplay scale differences appeared to manifest in a number of situations: participants significantly underestimated point elevations more for small angles than for large angles; significantly underestimated relative angle judgements more for far distances than for near distances; underestimated in their relative distance judgments for far distances and overestimated them for near distances; and underestimated in relative elevation judgments more for far distances than for near distances.
The literature reviewed above shows that judgment biases manifest between display conditions associated with both between-display and within-display scale differences. The findings are consistent with the hypothesis that judgment magnitudes of a spatial quantity decrease with increases in the compression rate used to display that quantity for both between-and within-display differences. However, because the discussed literature has focused on the individual between-display and within-display biases, none have directly evaluated the relationship between compression rates and associated judgment biases. That is, if compression rates are indeed responsible for the observed biases, then we would expect to see a strong negative correlation between compression rates for a given displayed spatial quantity and the error in human judgments about that quantity. This work sought to test this hypothesis using the data set collected by Bolton and Bass [19] . Below we provide information for understanding this data set. We then describe our analysis procedure and our results. Finally, we interpret our findings and discuss future research directions.
II. The Data Set
The data set used in this experiment was collected by Bolton et al. [18] [19] [20] . The original study used novel, judgment-based measures for evaluating spatial awareness. Specifically, general aviation pilot participants were asked to make four relative judgments (angle, distance, elevation, and abeam time) about the relative location of a point on SVS displayed terrain. Error in these spatial judgments was used to assess pilot spatial awareness. Results from this effort were published over three papers. Bolton et al. [18] compared judgment accuracy for all four judgments with seven different textures and two GFOVs. Bolton and Bass [20] compared results between the judgment-based measures of spatial awareness and more conventional subjective measures that were commonly employed in SVS studies. The work reported by Bolton and Bass [19] , which was covered in the introduction, used an analysis of variance to identify conditions where perspective display biases could result in differences in the human spatial judgments.
Because of the two GFOVs used in the experiment, between-display scale differences occur between trials. Because the location of each terrain point (relative angle, distance, and elevation) also varied between trials, there was variation in the compression rate used to display the location of the terrain point due to within-display scale differences. For these reasons, this was an appropriate data set for directly exploring the relationship between compression rates due to within-and between-display factors and judgment bias.
III. Methods
Below we describe the methods we used to collect and analyze the experimental data. As stated previously, the described experiment was conducted to facilitate the analyses described in [18] [19] [20] . As such, there are elements of the experimental design that are not relevant to work we present here. For this reason, there are several places in this section where we explicitly refer the readers to [18] [19] [20] for details on these elements.
A. Hypothesis
As compression rates increase, the screen distance used to represent the associated spatial quantity goes down. Thus, we expect the magnitude of human judgments to decrease relative to the actual value. As such, we hypothesized that there should be a negative correlation between the compression rate of a given spatial quantity (relative distance, relative angle, and relative elevation) and the respective human judgment error (relative distance error, relative angle error, and relative elevation error). The section below describes the experiment and data analysis procedures used to test this hypothesis.
B. Participants
The data set we used here was from a study that used eighteen general aviation pilot participants [18] [19] [20] . All had fewer than 400 hours of flight experience (M = 157, SD = 75). They had no previous experience with the experimental procedures used in the study or with SVS displays. They were familiar with the out-the-window view of general aviation aircraft.
C. Materials and apparatus
The experiment used to collect the data was conducted in a controlled, windowless laboratory with stable lighting.
Each simulation was displayed by a computer workstation, and participants' judgments were collected automatically.
Simulations, as shown in Figure 2 , depicted SVS head-down displays. This display was 9.25 inches wide and 8 inches high. It was presented with an air speed indicator on the top left, an altimeter on the top right, and the GFOV on the bottom right. The SVS display itself had an artificial horizon running laterally across the center of the display, a radar altimeter in the upper right corner, a roll indicator in the upper center, pitch reference to either side of the center, and heading indicators in the dead center of the display and below the roll indicator. In the displayed simulations, a yellow inverted cone (d = 500 ft, h = 500 ft) was used to indicate the location of a terrain point. All simulations were stored as videos and showed SVS displays in straight, level flight at 127 knots for 5 seconds with a spatial resolution of 836 × 728 pixels and a refresh rate of 30 frames/second. Simulations were displayed using custom software [21] .
D. Independent variables
The original experiment had five within-subject variables. They were texture, GFOV, and three scenario geometry variables representing the relative (azimuth) angle, distance, and elevation of the terrain point to ownship. The orders used to display textures and GFOVs to participants were between-subject variables.
There were seven textures used in the experiment and two GFOVs (30 • and 60 • ). It is important to note that different terrain textures can contain different depth cues and can thus have a significant impact on the perception of spatial quantities [18, 22] . However, the purpose of the work presented here was to investigate the impact of compression rates on human spatial judgments. Thus, readers should refer to [18] for more details about the included textures and their impact on judgment accuracy.
The relative location of the terrain point displayed in a given scenario (the scenario geometry) was controlled based on its relative angle, distance, and elevation to the pilot in the simulated environment. Each of these three scenario geometry variables had two levels where, across trials, the value from each level was distributed as shown in Table 1 . Scenario geometry and GFOVs were counterbalanced within each texture. During experiments, participants either saw all of the 30°GFOV trials first or all of the 60°GFOV trials first. Thus, GFOV order had two levels. Textures were also introduced to participants in one of three orders, where the orders textures were introduced in was counterbalanced between participants (see [18] for more details).
E. Dependent Measures
There were four dependent measures representing human judgments about the relative spatial location of the terrain point in each scenario: its relative distance (d j ), angle (a j ), elevation (e j ), and abeam time (t j ). All of these judgments were made using the interface shown in Figure 3 . In the leftmost frame, a participant would make relative angle (in degrees) and distance (in nmi) judgments by using a mouse to position an 'x' on a top-down view similar to an aircraft's navigation display. In this, the relative angle and distance were computed relative to ownship, shown at the bottom of the display. Relative distance and angle were displayed next to the 'x' as it was being placed. All relative distances were positive and increased as the 'x' was moved away from ownship. Angles were made relative to ownship's vector of displacement (the magenta line down the center of the display), where angle increased from zero as the 'x' moved to the left of the vector and decreased from zero as the 'x' moved to the right. The relative elevation judgments (in ft) were made using the frame in the upper-right of the display. In this, participants positioned
an 'x' vertically on a side view of the aircraft. The relative elevation was displayed next to the 'x' as it was being placed. Relative elevations increased from zero as the 'x' moved up from the current elevation of the aircraft (shown by the horizontal magenta line) and decreased from zero as the 'x' moved down below it. Abeam time judgments
(the time the participant thought it would take the aircraft to fly to the point of closest approach to the terrain point)
were recorded in minutes and seconds. Between experimental blocks, subjective measures were also collected from participants related to the spatial awareness of the presented SVS display concepts. Because they do not factor into the hypotheses tested in this paper, neither the abeam time judgments nor the subjective measures are considered in the presented results. See Bolton et al. [18] [19] [20] for more information on these measures.
F. Procedure
Experiments were run in four-hour sessions. At the beginning of the experiment, participants completed consent forms and were then given a presentation introducing them to the experiment. They were then presented with trials. Each trial showed a participant a five-second simulation using the display discussed in Figure 2 . This would pause for one second and the participant would be presented with the judgment display ( Figure 3 ). This collected the spatial judgments about the scenario shown in the simulation. Note that the five-second simulation was used because it constituted a realistic upper bound on the amount of time a pilot might view a given display in flight while giving him or her enough time to observe the global optic flow of the scenario.
For each GFOV, the first twelve training trails were used to introduce the first terrain texture; for the other six textures, there were four training trials per texture. Training trials were meant to introduce pilots to new display concepts without significantly influencing judgment performance over the course of the experiment. During training trials, participants were given accuracy information about their judgments on the judgment display. No such accuracy feedback was given for non-training trials (see [18, 19] for more details). Subjective measures were collected between trial blocks of like textures and GFOVs (see [19, 20] ). In total, participants saw 112 counterbalanced experimental trials (7 textures × 2 GFOVs × 2 relative angle levels × 2 relative distance levels × 2 relative elevation levels = 112) and 72 [2 GFOVs × (12 trials for the first texture + 6 × 4 trials per remaining texture) = 72] interspersed training trials.
Interface for making relative distance (dj) and relative angle (aj) judgments. This represent an above view of the aircraft similar to a nav display.
Interface for making the relative elevation judgment (ej). This represents a side vew of the aircraft.
Interface for making the abeam time judgment (tj).
Indicate where the point observed in the synthetic vision display would be laterally relative to your aircraft by clicking on the display below. Indicate where this point would be vertically relative to your aircraft by clicking on the display below.
Indicate how long you think it will take the aircraft to fly to the abeam point (the yellow circle) for the terrain point if you assume straight, level flight with constant velocity. 
G. Experimental Design
This experiment used a mixed design with 18 participants. Participants were evenly and randomly distributed between the six combinations of the GFOV and texture presentation orders (see [18, 19] for more details).
H. Data Analysis
To be able to evaluate the connection between the compression rates of spatial quantities (spatial quantity per inch) and human spatial judgments about those quantities, we needed to compute the compression rates associated with each trial. To do this, we made several assumptions about what screen spatial qualities humans used to make their judgments independently of the terrain texture or other depth cues used in the display. For the relative angle judgment, we assumed that people used the information shown from the center of the display laterally across to the terrain point (x from Figure 4c ; note that Figure 4c shows the SVS display as if a viewer was looking directly at it). For the relative elevation judgment, we assumed that people used the information shown from the center of the display vertical to the terrain point (y from Figure 4c ). For the relative distance judgment, we assumed that people used the information shown from the bottom center of the display along the terrain leading up to the terrain point (s from Figure 4c ). These The values of these quantities (x, y, and s) were impacted by the size of the display, its GFOV, and the elements of scenario geometry. Figure 4 shows how x, y, and s were computed for each scenario. In this, Figures 4a and 4b show views of the display from above and in profile, respectively. They also illustrate the relationship between the position of the observer and the terrain point as if it were the actual point being viewed through a window of the same size of the display. Figure 4c shows the view of the display from the viewer's perspective. Figures 4d to 4f , show how x, y, and s are computed respectively. In all of these, g is the GFOV; h is the height of the display in inches; w is the width of the display in inches; z is the distance from the observer to the screen; a is the actual relative angle of the terrain point; d is the actual relative distance of the terrain point; e is the actual relative elevation of the terrain point; and θ is the vertical visual angle formed by the terrain point in the viewer's eye. From each scenario, g, h, w, a, d, and e were known.
The compression rates associated with the relative distance, angle, and elevation were then calculated using the variables from Figure 4 . The compression rate of relative distance was calculated as
The relative angles compression rate was computed by
Finally, the compression rate associated with relative elevation was computed as e comp = e y (ft/inch).
Note that Equation (1) is not computed with an absolute value because both d and s will always be positive.
In our analyses, we planned to correlate these compression rates with judgment error. Thus, judgment error values were computed for each of the considered human judgment types for each scenario. Each of these was calculated so that an overestimation of the value produced a positive judgment error and an underestimation produced a negative one. This means that, if judgment error decreased, then a participant either overestimated in a judgment less or underestimated in a judgment more. It does not mean that the overall magnitude of the error decreased. If we let d j , a j , and e j represent a participant's relative distance, angle, and elevation judgments respectively (as defined above), distance error is
angle error is
and elevation error is
e − e j otherwise .
To determine how the compression rates correlated with the judgment error generally [23] , the mean judgment error across participants was computed (d error , a error , and e error for distance, angle, and elevation error, respectively) and
Pearson's product-moment correlations (correlations of averages) were computed to measure the relationship between compression rates and the associated average judgment error over all of the trials. We tested whether the produced correlation coefficients were less than zero using a one-tailed t-test with an α level of 0.05. Linear models were also fit to the data using linear regression to evaluate how well compression rate predicted average human judgment error.
Further, because we wished to see how well these values corresponded to the individual participants' judgments and their average correlations [23] , we computed compression rate and judgment error correlations for each individual participant for all three spatial judgments across all of the trials and computed the average of these values (average correlations) using a Fisher's Z-transformation [24] .
IV. Results
A total of 2016 valid trials were collected. d error , a error , and e error were calculated and correlations of these averages and regression models were computed. Significant negative correlations of averages were found between compression rates and judgment error for all three of the human judgments considered. Statistics associated with these analyses are reported in Figure 5 . Note that data points are distinguished in these plots based on their GFOV to make it clear how much of the variance in compression rates was due to between (GFOV) and within-display (scenario geometry)
factors. Trend lines shown in each of these plots represent the linear-regression-produced equation over the range of observed compression values. These are presented with their associated linear model (ŷ) and R 2 value that indicates the goodness of the model's fit.
An examination of the regression analyses revealed that linear models appeared to do a reasonable job of describing how average judgment error changed as a function of compression rate for relative distance and elevation judgments (Figure 5a and c) . However, only the linear model for relative distance (Figure 5a ) explained a significant amount of the variance in the judgment error, as indicated by the R 2 values of the models ( Figure 5 ). For the relative distance and elevation judgments, the models show average judgments move from overestimation (positive judgment error)
to underestimation (negative judgment error) over the range of compression rates from our data. From the models, we can calculate that average human judgments will be accurate (have an average judgment error of zero) when the compression rates are 0.811 nmi/inch and 971.250 ft/inch for relative distances and elevations, respectively (note that this assumes the screen viewing distance used in the experiment). We can tell from the data in Figure 5b that, on average, participants tended to overestimate relative angle judgments. Thus, our data do not allow us to extrapolate out to find a compression rate that best facilitates relative angle judgment (the regression line does not cross the x-axis for the range of compression rates; Figure 5b ).
The correlations observed for each participant, the associated average correlation, and their relative magnitude compared to the correlations of averages ( Figure 5 ) are shown in Figure 6 . Note that in Figure 6 , the average of the participants' correlations is shown as a blue square. The correlation computed from the data averaged across participants for each trial ( Figure 5 ) is shown as a green diamond. These results show that there was both a fair 
V. Discussion
As we hypothesized, a significantly negative correlation was observed between the compression rate and judgment error for relative distance. Significant negative correlations were also observed between compression rates and judgment error for relative angle and relative height, which was also consistent with our hypotheses. However, these correlations were not as strong as those observed for distance. From this, it is clear that compression rate plays an important role in biasing human judgments about relative spatial quantities depicted on perspective displays, although not necessarily consistently for every spatial quantity judgment a person might make. Previous studies [5, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19] have focused on looking for significant differences between experimental levels that could be associated with compression biases due to between-display and within-display differences in scale. By directly correlating display compression rates of spatial quantities with human judgment error about those quantities across between-and within-display factors, this work has provided the most definitive evidence to date that compression rates bias human spatial judgments from perspective displays. Thus, the work reported here constitutes a significant contribution.
The results of this paper also show that compression rates are linearly related to spatial judgment error for relative distances. This is significant because it could have potential design considerations. Specifically, our results suggest that there are compression rates that result in an average judgment error of 0. Designers could manipulate compression rates for judgment tasks to ensure that such an "optimal" compression rate is used. Alternatively, over-or underestimation of spatial quantities may be desirable in certain circumstances to elicit specific behavior from operators.
For example, compression rates could be manipulated to make certain environmental threats seem closer and thus more pertinent to help ensure pilots respond to them in a timely manner.
Alternatively, instead of modifying the way perspective displays depict spatial quantities, training could be used to improve pilot judgments with such displays. However, it is not clear from this work how much training would be required to counteract the effect of the compression bias. It is also not clear how to best train pilots to avoid the compression bias.
Ultimately, the utility of such interventions will depend on how errors in spatial judgments impact actual flight performance. Thus, this should also be the subject of future work.
It is important to note that the data set used in the presented work was not originally intended for the analyses we reported here. As such, there are limitations in our results. Below we discuss these limitations and explore avenues of future work.
A. Confounds
Because the data set used in these analyses was originally meant for other purposes, there are some confounds in the design that could impact the results we present here. First, judgments were made with seven different terrain textures, thus allowing the spatial information in the textures to influence human judgment accuracies [18] . Further, training trials were distributed throughout the experiment. These training trials may have improved participant performance over the course of the experiment. However, the counterbalancing used in the experimental design should have mitigated the effects of these confounds on the results we presented here.
B. Range Restriction
A stronger correlation was observed between compression rate and relative distance error than between compression rates and error in the other two judgments. This may be due to the different ranges of compression rates seen for the three judgment spatial quantities. If we convert the range of compression rates for relative distances from nmi/in to ft/in ([1797.84 ft/in, 8243.36 ft/in]), we can see that it covers higher compression rates as well as a greater range of compression rates than the range seen for relative elevation ([537.05 ft/in, 4318.89 ft/in]). Further, both relative distances and relative elevations were represented over a greater range of compression rates than were seen for relative angles, which effectively had only two rates in the experiment (there were only very minor differences in relative angle compression rates observed within a given GFOV; Figure 5b ). The more limited ranges of observed compression rates for relative elevations and angles might explain the lower observed correlations. Specifically, by having compression rates vary less than the others, the effect of other sources of variation (such as terrain textures that facilitate different depth cues; see [18] ) will reduce the magnitude of the observed correlation. This phenomenon is generally known as range restriction [25] . Thus, stronger correlations would likely have been observed for more complete ranges of compression effects for relative elevation and relative angle. Future work should explore how the effect of these range restrictions could be mitigated.
C. Individual Differences
Our analyses computed both correlations of averages and average correlations. The discrepancies seen between the correlations of the averages (the green diamond in Figure 6 ) and the average correlation (the blue square in Figure 6) indicate that the biasing effect of compression manifests most strong when data is averaged over the general population, while the actual effect on any given individual will both vary and, on average, be less strong [23] . However, the results are consistent in that observed average correlations were negative and, for distance error and elevation error, of the same order of magnitude as their correlations of averages counterparts. This suggests that compression rates are still important for individual judgments, even if the effect is less than it would be for the population in aggregate.
However, the discrepancies between comparable statistics computed in these two ways and the large ranges of correlations observed for individual participants (see Figure 6 ) suggest that there are significant individual differences between participants. As such, it may not be a good idea to attempt to compensate for the compression biases based on the average because it could negatively impact individuals who significantly differ from the average. Should designers want to account for the effects of compression biases in their displays, they might need to allow for customization to account for the variance of individuals. For example, tests could be used to capture how compression rates affect specific individuals so that the system could provide customized judgment support or otherwise compensate for individually biased behavior. Future work should investigate why compression rates bias individuals differently and how to best address these biases in display/interface designs.
D. Judgement Task
Our results were generally consistent with the compression effects observed in the literature [5, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19] . However, our results disagree with those reported by Alexander et al. [26] . In the Alexander et al. study, participants reproduced the relative angle of a point shown on a perspective SVS display on an out-the-window display. Alexander et al. found that participants underestimated angle judgments more for displays with smaller GFOVs. A finding that contradicts the results one would expect based on the effects of compression. It is possible that this discrepancy occurs because of the differences in the spatial transformations required for the judgment task. Alexander et al. [26] had participants map SVS spatial information to out-the-window compared to the judgment task we employed that has participants transform SVS information to a navigation-like display. If this is indeed the case, then it suggests that the nature of the judgement tasks and the spatial transformations they entail could impact how compression effects manifest. Given that the Alexander et al. [26] paper is only one study out of many to produce contradictory results, it is not clear whether this is the case. Future research should investigate what impact judgment task has on error in spatial judgments within the aviation domain as well as which spatial judgment task most relates to pilot flight performance.
E. Other Display Considerations
As we discussed in the introduction, there are other properties of perspective displays that can impact compression rates. These include display size, display resolution, other GFOVs, as well as different displayed trajectories and camera orientations [8, 9, 22, [26] [27] [28] [29] . Given that the results presented here suggest that compression rates can be used to explain judgment biases that manifest for both between-and within-display differences, they should be able to explain the biases seen in all of these studies. Future work should investigate if any of the above display factors produce correlations consistent with the results presented here.
We know from Bolton and Bass [19] and the extended SVS literature [8, 9, 22, 30] that terrain texture can impact human spatial perception of quantities shown in SVS displays. Further, wireframes can be used to highlight important elements (such as runways or flightpaths) in SVS displays and can be set to convey different spatial information [7] . Various flight instrument data can be depicted on the SVS display to provide pilots with measures pertinent to the location of the aircraft including its altitude, yaw, and pitch. Future work should investigate how these factors influence and/or interact with the compression rate bias seen in this work.
Additionally, new types of 3D displays are becoming increasingly common, where most of these rely on one or more perspective displays to convey their information. Yeh and Silverstein [31] found evidence of within-display scale differences resulting in judgment biases in binocular (3D) displays. Future work should explore how compression rates impact spatial judgements in 3D displays similar to how it was analyzed here.
F. Other Biases

Temporal Biases
The original study that used the same data as the work presented here also collected abeam time judgments. Such judgments have been known to be biased in favor of distance; this is sometimes referred to as τ bias [5, 19] . If that is the case, temporal judgments could be impacted by compression rates. In fact, Muthard and Wickens [16] observed similar biases between relative distance and temporal judgments impact by compression rates between displays. However, it is not clear exactly what screen distance would represent the relative distance used in abeam time judgments. Future work should more deeply explore the connection between compression and τ biases.
The Virtual Space Effect
The virtual space effect [5, 13, 32] describes a bias that can occur with perspective displays when the field of view (FOV) of the display (the actual angle formed between the eyes of the human observer and the vertical edges of the display) is not in unity for the GFOV. Specifically, the virtual space effect occurs because of the "window assumption," [13] where a person treats the perspective display as if the spatial information being observed through it are being observed through an equally sized window. When the FOV is smaller than the GFOV, people will interpret spatial quantities as being smaller than they actually are. When the FOV is larger than GFOV, people will interpret spatial quantities as being bigger than they actually are. This is slightly different from the compression-based biases we discuss in this paper because this impacts the magnitude of spatial quantities in the persons eye instead of the way they are depicted on the display. Due to the distance of participants from the computer displays, the FOV used in the reported work were approximately 18° [19] (though this was not strictly controlled for). This suggests that the virtual space effect could have generally biased human judgments (an in-depth discussion of this can be found in [19] ). However, because FOV was kept relatively constant throughout the experiment, any impact the virtual space effect could have had can be explained by the between-display differences in GFOV. Future research should investigate what interaction effects could exist between the virtual space effect and the compression-based biases we explored in this paper.
It should be noted that displays presented in this experiment were shown on a desktop computer screen. Thus, the displays were not presented in the same position and orientation that they would be in an actual cockpit. This could lead to differences in spatial perception similar to those associated with the virtual space effect. However, this does not negate the findings of this paper as the compression effects we observed should still be a factor for different display positions and orientations.
G. Additional Work Environments
The judgment task presented here was aviation specific. However, there are many other critical work domains where human judgments about the relative location of object are made from perspective displays. These include medicine (e.g. surgical displays; [1, 2] ), unmanned aerial vehicles [3] , and driving (e.g. backup cameras). It is not clear how well our results will generalize to these work domains due to differences in display parameters and human operator tasks. This should be the subject of future research.
VI. Conclusion
The results presented here show a clear relationship between relative distance judgment error and the compression rates used to display distances on SVS displays. Similar, though less pronounced, relationships were seen for relative angle and relative elevation judgments. This suggests that compression rates do generally bias spatial judgments, where the judgment magnitudes decrease as compression rates increase. However, differences seen between the correlations of averages and the average correlations for these concepts suggest that there are significant individual differences that will need to be addressed in future research.
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